A molecular deletion map of the Y chromosome long arm defining X and autosomal homologous regions and the localisation of the HYA locus to the proximal region of the Yq euchromatin.
41 Y-linked DNA probes that detect sequences on the Y chromosome long arm have been used to analyse genomic DNA from a series of 23 patients with deletions of Yq. Southern blot analysis has differentiated 15 distinct breakpoints, which divide Yq into 14 mapping intervals. From the pattern of DNA sequences present in each patient, it has been possible to produce a congruent deletion map, with the exception of two cases which are not compatible with the consensus order. These patients can be explained by the presence of inversion polymorphisms on Yq in the general population or by complex rearrangements induced during the formation of the deleted chromosomes. The distribution of sequences on the Y long arm has defined distinct regions of homology with autosomes, the Y short arm and the long and short arms of the X. A number of the patients have been typed for the presence or absence of H-Y antigen (as determined by the cytotoxic T-cell assay) and it has been possible, from analysis of informative cases, to assign the locus to the proximal region of the Yq euchromatin.